Michigan has about 8,000 square miles1 of swamp and marsh lands. Veatch 2 estimates that probably as much as one half of this area consists of organic or "muck soils." The other half consists of "marsh border" soils and poorly drained mineral soils. Neither of these two latter classes i.e., the "marsh border" soils and the poorly drained mineral soils, present a very difficult problem in the mapping of swamp and marsh lands. Their dominant characteristics are such that, with some modifications, the general technique employed in mapping the more thoroughly drained mineral soils give adequate and satisfactory results.
Apparently, however, there is far less agreement among soil workers on the method and technique required for adequately and satisfactorily classify ing and mapping that part of the marsh and swamp lands which is dominantly organic in character. These organic deposits present a decidedly different problem. They possess physical and chemical properties and utilization values which vary widely from those possessed by mineral soils.
So far the Michigan Land-Economic Survey has not found any scheme readily adaptable to routine field work which would adequately map and classify the organic marsh and swamp lands without devoting a hardly justifiable amount of time and a highly trained personnel to this phase of the work. Therefore while we wait for the evolution of a more finished scientific method for mapping and classifying these organic deposits--one which will be capable of cheap and easy application in the field-we propose to record information as to the character of these areas which will be of utilitarian value.
In order, then, to reach some understanding of what information may be pertinent and worth recording, it is necessary first to canvass at least the utilitarian points of interest in one. contact with these organic swamp and marsh lands. In that region of the estate with which the Land-Economic Survey is most immediately and most intimately concerned these organic swamp am. marsh lands, or peat deposits, occur almost wholly in their virgin condition, and, as long relatively narrow vine, ing strips and irregularly shaped bodies of broader expanse which are sandwiched in between the good, poor, and indifferent areas of mineral soil, Farm development and roads spread. to their margin and stop, Even timber destruction by axe and fire generally reaches only to their margin and stops. The margin of the swamp seems to be the easy, natural, logical place for everything to stop and turn back. It is hard to drive even a soil surveyor much beyond the margin of a swamp.
